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Expressiveness of full �rst-order onstraintsin the algebra of �nite or in�nite treesAlain Colmerauer Thi-Bih-Hanh DaoMarh 5, 2003AbstratWe are interested in the expressiveness of onstraints represented by general �rst orderformulae, with equality as unique relation symbol and funtion symbols taken from an in�niteset F . The hosen domain is the set of trees whose nodes, in possibly in�nite number, arelabelled by elements of F . The operation linked to eah element f of F is the mapping(a1; : : : ; an) 7! b, where b is the tree whose initial node is labelled f and whose sequene ofdaughters is a1; : : : ; an.We �rst onsider tree onstraints involving long alternated sequenes of quanti�ers 9898 : : :.We show how to express winning positions of two-person games with suh onstraints and applyour results to two examples.We then onstrut a family of strongly expressive tree onstraints, inspired by a onstru-tive proof of a omplexity result by Pawel Mielnizuk. This family involves the huge number�(k), obtained by top down evaluating a power tower of 2's, of height k. By a tree on-straint of size proportional to k, it is then possible to de�ne a tree having exatly �(k) nodesor to express the multipliation table omputed by a Prolog mahine exeuting up to �(k)instrutions.By replaing the Prolog mahine with a Turing mahine we show the quasi-universality oftree onstraints, that is to say, the ability to onisely desribe trees whih the most powerfulmahine will never have time to ompute. We also redisover the following result of SergeiVorobyov: the omplexity of an algorithm, deiding whether a tree onstraint without freevariables is true, annot be bounded above by a funtion obtained from �nite omposition ofsimple funtions inluding exponentiation.Finally, taking advantage of the fat that we have at our disposal an algorithm for solvingsuh onstraints in all their generalities, we produe a set of benhmarks for separating feasibleexamples from purely speulative ones. Among others we notie that it is possible to solve aonstraint of 5000 symbols involving 160 alternating quanti�ers.1 IntrodutionThe algebra of (possibly) in�nite trees plays a fundamental role in omputer siene: it is a modelfor data strutures, program shemes and program exeutions. As early as 1976, G�erard Huetproposed an algorithm for unifying in�nite terms, that is solving equations in that algebra [12℄.Bruno Courelle has studied the properties of in�nite trees in the sope of reursive programshemes [8, 9℄. Alain Colmerauer has desribed the exeution of Prolog II, III and IV programsin terms of solving equations and disequations in that algebra [4, 5, 6, 1℄. Mihael Maher hasintrodued and justi�ed a omplete theory of the algebra of in�nite trees [13℄. Among others, hehas shown that in this theory, and thus in the algebra of in�nite trees, any �rst order formula isequivalent to a Boolean ombination of onjuntions of equations (partially or totally) existentiallyquanti�ed. Sergei Vorobyov has shown that the omplexity of an algorithm, deiding whether aformula without free variables is true in that theory, annot be bounded above, by a funtionobtained from �nite omposition of simple funtions, inluding exponentiation [16℄. Pawel Miel-nizuk [14℄ has shown a similar result in the theory of feature trees, but with a more onstrutivemethod, whih has inspired a large part of the work presented here.1



We have reently developed an algorithm for solving general �rst order onstraints in the algebraof in�nite trees [10, 11℄. The purpose of this paper is not the presentation of this algorithm, butof examples, �rst imagined as tests, then extended to show the expressiveness of suh generalonstraints. The paper is organized as follows:We end this �rst setion by making lear the notions of in�nite trees algebra and �rst-orderonstraints in that algebra.In the seond setion, we use two-partner games for de�ning onstraints involving long sequenesof quanti�ers 9898 : : :.In the third setion, we introdue a omposition onstraint whih repeats the same onstrainta tremendously large number of times. A long part of the setion is devoted to proving its mainproperty.At setion four, we move on to the most expressive onstraints we know. They are obtainedby hanging the nature of the repeated onstraint. We produe several examples, among whiha onstraint de�ning a huge �nite tree and an almost perfet multipliation onstraint. Then bysimulating a Turing mahine, we show the quasi-universality of tree onstraint, that is to say,the ability to onisely desribe trees whih the most powerful mahine will never have time toompute. This also allows us to give another proof of the omplexity result of Sergei Vorobyov.We onlude by disussions and benhmarks separating the feasible examples from the purelyspeulative ones.1.1 The algebra of in�nite treesAs usual, a funtion symbol is a symbol together with a non-negative integer, its arity. Trees, withnodes labelled by funtion symbols, are well known objets in the omputer siene world. Hereare some of them:
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awith, of ourse, the funtion symbols a; b; s; f having respetively the arities 0; 0; 1; 2. Note thatthe �rst tree is the only one having a �nite set of nodes, but that the seond one has still a �niteset of (patterns of) subtrees. We denote by A the set of all trees built on the in�nite set F offuntion symbols.1We equip A with a set of onstrution operations, one for eah element f 2 F , whih are themappings (a1; : : : ; an) 7! b, where n is the arity of f and b the tree whose initial node is labelled1More preisely we de�ne �rst a node to be a word on the set of stritly positive integers. A tree, built on F , isthen a mapping a : E ! F , where E is a non-empty set of nodes, eah one i1 : : : ik (with k � 0) satisfying the twoonditions: (1) if k > 0 then i1 : : : ik�1 2 E, (2) if the arity of a(i1 : : : ik) is n, then the set of nodes of E of the formi1 : : : ikik+1 is obtained by giving to ik+1 the values 1; : : : ; n.
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f and whose sequene of daughters is (a1; : : : ; an):2
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1 nThe set A, together with the onstrution operations, is the algebra of in�nite trees and isdenoted by (A; F ).1.2 Tree onstraintsWe are interested in the expressiveness of onstraints represented by general �rst order formulae,with equality as unique relation symbol and funtion symbols taken from an in�nite set F . Thesetree onstraints are of one of the 10 forms:s= t; true; false; :('); (' ^  ); (' _  ); ('!  ); ('$  ); 9x'; 8x';where ' and  are shorter tree onstraints, x a variable taken from an in�nite set and s; t terms,that is to say expressions of one of the forms:x; ft1 : : : tn;where n � 0, f 2 F , with arity n, and the ti's are shorter terms.The variables represent elements of the set A of trees built on F , the equality symbol isinterpreted as equality and the funtion symbols f are interpreted as onstrution operations inthe algebra of in�nite trees (A; F ). Thus a onstraint without free variables is either true or falseand a onstraint '(x1; : : : ; xn) with n free variables xi establishes an n-ary relation in the set oftrees. For example the tree onstraint (u; v; w; x; y) def= 9z �z = f(x; f(y; z)) ^z = f(u; f(v; f(w; z)))�is equivalent to x = u ^ y = v ^ x = w ^ y = u ^ x = v ^ y = w:Thus it expresses that the trees u; v; w; x; y are equal.2 Long nesting of alternated quanti�ersTo show the expressive power of our onstraints, we start examining deeply embedded quanti�-ations. We onsider two-partner games and haraterize the positions from whih it is alwayspossible to win in at most k moves. In this manner we obtain onstraints involving an alternatedsequene of 2k quanti�ers.2.1 Winning positions in a two-partner gameLet (V;E) be a direted graph, with V a set of verties and E � V � V a set of edges. The sets Vand E may be in�nite and the elements of E are also alled positions. We onsider the followingtwo-partner game: starting from an initial position x0, eah partner in turn, hooses a position x1suh that (x0; x1) 2 E, then a position x2 suh that (x1; x2) 2 E, then a position x3 suh that2In fat, the onstrution operation linked to the n-ary symbol f of F is the mapping (a1; : : : ; an) 7! b, wherethe ai's are any trees and b is the tree de�ned as follows from the ai's and their sets of nodes Ei's: the set E ofnodes of b is f"g [ fix jx 2 Ei and i 2 1::ng and, for eah x 2 E, if x = ", then b(x) = f and if x is of the form iy,with i being an integer, b(x) = ai(y). 3



(x2; x3) 2 E and so on... The �rst player who annot make a move loses. For example the twofollowing in�nite graphs orrespond to the two following games:
10 2 3 4 5 6Game 1 A non-negative integer iis given and eah partner, in turn,subtrats 1 or 2 from i, but keepingi non-negative. The �rst person whoannot play any more has lost.

0,0 1,0 2,0 3,0

0,1 1,1 2,1 3,1

0,2 1,2 2,2 3,2

0,3 1,3 2,3 3,3

Game 2 An ordered pair (i; j) of non-negative integers isgiven and eah partner, in turn, hooses one of the integersi; j. Depending on whether the hosen integer u is odd oreven, he then inreases or dereases the other integer v by1, but keeping v non-negative. The �rst person who annotplay any more has lost.Let x 2 V be any vertex of the direted graph (V;E) and suppose that it is the turn of personA to play. The position x is said to be k-winning if, no matter the way the other person B plays,it is always possible for A to win, after having made at most k moves. The position x is said to bek-losing if, no matter the way A plays, B an always fore A to lose and to play at most k moves.32.2 Expressing k-winning positions by a �rst-order onstraintInstead of tree onstraints, onsider general onstraints, whih are �rst-order formulae whose fun-tion and relation symbols are interpreted in a given struture D, that is a set D together withoperations and relations. Let G = (V;E) be the graph representing a two-partner game, withV � D, and let move (x; y) be a onstraint in D suh that:4for eah a 2 V and b 2 V , move (a; b) i� (a; b) 2 E: (1)We want to build onstraints winningk(x) and losingk(x) in D, suh that, for k � 0 and eaha 2 V , winningk(a) i� a is a k-winning position of G;losingk(a) i� a is a k-losing position of G:>From the de�nition of k-winning and k-losing positions in the preeding setion, we infer �rstthat, for every k � 0: winning0(x) $ false;winningk+1(x) $ 9y move (x; y) ^ losingk(y); (2)losingk(x) $ 8y move (x; y)! winningk(y): (3)3For the �rst game, it an be shown that the set of k-winning positions is the set of non-negative integers i suhthat i < 3k and i is not divisible by 3. For the seond game, it is the set of ordered pairs (i; j) of non-negativeintegers, suh that i+j < 2k and i+j is odd.4If '(x1; : : : ; xn) denotes a onstraint whose free variables are among the xi's, and if the ai's are elements of D,then '(a1; : : : ; an) is the interpretation of the onstraint in D, where the free ourrenes of the xi's are interpretedby the orresponding ai's.
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By using only existential quanti�ers and unfolding the equivalenes, we then notie that (2) anbe replaed by
winningk(x) $ 9ymove (x; y) ^ :(9xmove (y; x) ^ :(9ymove (x; y) ^ :(9xmove (y; x) ^ :(: : :9ymove (x; y) ^ :(9xmove (y; x) ^ :(false ) : : :)| {z }2k (4)

Thus equivalenes (4) and (3) provide an expliit way for building the onstraints we need. Notiethat, by moving the negations down in (4), we get a nesting of 2k alternated quanti�ers.5It is possible to keep equivalene (4), while weakening ondition (1). We �rst remark, that forany non-negative k, the following property holds:Property 1 Let three direted graphs be of the form G1 = (V1; E1), G2 = (V2; E2) and G =(V1 [ V2; E1 [ E2). The graphs G1 and G have the same set of k-winning positions, if both:1. the sets of verties V1 and V2 are disjoint,2. for eah x 2 V2, there exists y 2 V2 with (x; y) 2 E2.Indeed, from the �rst ondition it follows that E1 and E2 are disjoint and thus that the set of k-winning positions of G is the union of the set of k-winning positions of G1 with the set of k-winningpositions of G2. But this last set is empty beause of the seond ondition.It follows that:Property 2 (Generalized move ) Equivalene (4) holds also for any onstraintmove (x; y) obey-ing the three onditions:1. for eah a 2 V and b 2 V , if (a; b) 2 E then move (a; b),2. for no a 2 D�V and no b 2 V we have move (a; b),3. for eah a 2 D�V , there exists b 2 D�V suh that move (a; b).2.3 Example : tree onstraint for game 1We now reonsider game 1 introdued in setion 2.1. As struture D we take the algebra (A; F )of in�nite trees onstruted on a set F of funtion symbols inluding among others the symbols0; s, of respetive arities 0; 1. We ode the verties i of the game graph by the trees si(0).6 LetG = (V;E) be the graph obtained this way.Then, as generalized move (x; y) onstraint we an take:move (x; y) def= x = s(y) _ x = s(s(y)) _ (:(x = 0) ^ :(9ux=s(u)) ^ x=y)and aording to property 2, the set of k-winning positions of game 1 is the set of solutions in x ofthe onstraint winningk(x) de�ned by (4).5From the three equivalenes in (2) and (3) it follows that 8xwinningk(x)! winningk+1(x) and 8x losingk(x)!losingk+1(x), for any k � 0. Indeed, from the �rst and the last equivalene we onlude that the impliations holdfor k = 0 and, if we assume that they hold for a ertain k � 0, from the last two equivalenes we onlude that theyalso hold for k+1.6Of ourse, s0(0) = 0 and si+1(0) = s(si(0)). 5



For example, for k = 1 the onstraint winningk(x) is equivalent tox=s(0) _ x=s(s(0))and, for k = 2, tox=s(0) _ x=s(s(0)) _ x=s(s(s(s(0)))) _ x = s(s(s(s(s(0))))):2.4 Example : tree onstraint for game 2We also reonsider game 2 introdued in setion 2.1. As struture D we take the algebra (A; F )of in�nite trees onstruted on a set F of funtion symbols inluding among others the symbols0; f; g; , of respetive arities 0; 1; 1; 2. We ode the verties (i; j) of the game graph by the trees(i; j) with i = (fg) i2 (0), if i is even, and i = g(i�1), if i is odd.7 Let G = (V;E) be the graphobtained this way.The perspiaious reader will onvine himself that, as generalized onstraint move (x; y), wean take: move (x; y) def= transition (x; y) _ (:(9u 9v x=(u; v)) ^ x=y)with transition (x; y) def= 266666649u 9v 9w�(x=(u; v) ^ y=(u;w)) _(x=(v; u) ^ y=(w; u)) ��̂(9i u=g(i) ^ su (v; w)) _(:(9i u=g(i)) ^ pred (v; w))�
37777775su (v; w) def= �((9j v=g(j)) ^ w=f(v)) _(:(9j v=g(j)) ^ w=g(v)) �pred (v; w) def= 2666664(9j v=f(j) ^ �(9k j=g(k) ^ w=j) _(:(9k j=g(k)) ^ w=v)�) _(9j v=g(j) ^ �(9k j=g(k) ^ w=v) _(:(9k j=g(k)) ^ w=j)�) _(:(9j v=f(j)) ^ :(9j v=g(j)) ^ :(v=0) ^ w=v)

3777775Aording to property 2, the set of k-winning positions of game 2 is the set of solutions in x of theonstraint winningk(x) de�ned in (4).For example, for k = 1 the onstraint winningk(x) is equivalent tox=(g(0); 0) _ x=(0; g(0))and, for k = 2, to�x=(0; g(0)) _ x=(g(0); 0) _ x=(0; g(f(g(0)))) _x=(g(0); f(g(0))) _ x=(f(g(0)); g(0)) _ x=(g(f(g(0))); 0)�3 Composition of onstraintsWe now move on to a systemati way of ompressing a onjuntion of a very large number ofonstraints into a small onstraint.7Of ourse, (fg)0(x) = x and (fg)i+1(x) = f(g((fg)i(x))).
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3.1 De�nition and propertiesWe introdue the integer �(k), de�ned for eah integer k � 0, by�(0) = 1; �(k + 1) = 2�(k):Thus �(n) = 2����2(22)�| {z }n :The funtion � inreases in a stunning way, sine �(0) = 1, �(1) = 2, �(2) = 4, �(3) = 16,�(4) = 65536 and �(5) = 265536. Thus �(5) is greater than 1020000, a number probably muhgreater than the number of atoms of the universe and the number of nanoseonds whih elapsedsine its reation!We agree that the size j'j of a onstraint ', is the number of ourrenes of all symbols, exeptparentheses and ommas. (Constraints an be written in in�x notation.) We denote by jj'jj thenumber of di�erent symbols ourring in ', exept parentheses and ommas. If x; y are variablesand '(x; y) is a onstraint then, for eah n � 0, the n-fold omposition of '(x; y) is the onstraintdenoted and de�ned by:8'n(x; y) def= 9u0 : : :9un x=u0 ^ '(u0; u1) ^ '(u1; u2) ^ � � � ^ '(un�1; un) ^ un=y (5)We assume that the set A of trees is onstruted over a set F of funtion symbols inludingamong others the symbols 1; 2; 3, of arity zero, and the symbol f , of arity four. Given a onstraint'(x; y), for eah k � 0 we introdue the onstraint:superomposition k['℄(x; y) def= 9z triangle k(3; x; z; y) (6)with, triangle 0(t; x; z; y) def= z=x ^ z=y
triangle k+1(t; x; z; y) def=

2666666666666664
[9u1 9u2 z=f(x; u1; u2; y)℄2̂66666666664
8t0 8y0 8z0�(t0=1 _ t0 = 2) ^triangle k(t0; z; y0; z0)�!266664(t0=1 ^ form1 (z0)) _(t0=2 ^ 26649u 9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^(t=1! son (u; v)) ^(t=2! son (u; v) _ u=v) ^(t=3! '(u; v)) 3775377775

377777777775
3777777777777775 (7)

and form1 (x) def= 9u1 : : : 9u4 x=f(u1; f(u2; u2; u2; u2); f(u3; u3; u3; u3); u4)form2 (x; z; y) def= 9u1 : : : 9u6 z=f(u1; f(u1; u2; u3; x); f(y; u4; u5; u6); u6)son (x; y) def= 9u1 : : : 9u4 x=f(u1; u2; u3; u4) ^ (y = u2 _ y = u3) (8)We notie �rst that the size of the onstraint de�ned in (6) linearly depends on k. Morepreisely:Property 3 jsuperomposition k['℄(x; y)j = 9+ k(155 + j'(x; y)j).8Of ourse, if '(x1; : : : ; xn) is a onstraint, the xi's variables and the ti's terms, '(t1; : : : ; tn) denotes the sameonstraint with the ti's substituted for all the free ourrenes of the orresponding xi's.7



To show this property, it is suÆient to ount:jform1 (z0)j = 23;jform2 (u; z0; v)j = 27;json (u; v)j = 23;jtriangle k+1(t; x; z; y)j = 59 + jtriangle k(t; x; z; y)j+ jform1 (z0)j+jform2 (u; z0; v)j + 2json (u; v)j + j'(u; v)j;= 155 + jtriangle k(t; x; z; y)j+ j'(u; v)j;jtriangle 0(t; x; z; y)j = 7;jsuperomposition k['℄(x; y)j = 2 + jtriangle k(t; x; z; y)j;and to onlude. This property is interesting only if one noties that:Property 4 It is possible to name the variables ourring in the family of onstraints of theprevious property, in suh a way that, there exists an integer , depending only on ', withjjsuperomposition k['℄(x; y)jj � , for eah k � 0.We remind the reader that jj'jj is the number of di�erent symbols ourring in ', exept paren-theses and ommas.But the essential result is:Theorem 1 superomposition k['℄(x; y) $ '�(k)�1(x; y).The next two subsetions are devoted to the proof of the theorem.3.2 Preliminaries to the proof of Theorem 1We introdue trees, alled k-onions, whose upper parts of depth k are essentially binary trees withadditional branhes permitting diret aesses to the nodes at depth k + 1. For k = 3 suh treesare of the form
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21 2 3 4 5 6 7 k (9)where the ui's are any trees. More generally, for k � 0, a k-onion is a tree z whih satis�es theonstraint onion k(z), with:onion 0(z) def= 9u z = f(u; u; u; u)onion k+1(z) def= 26649u 9u1 : : : 9u4 9v 9v1 : : : 9v4u=f(u1; u2; u3; u4) ^ onion k(u) ^v=f(v1; v2; v3; v4) ^ onion k(v) ^z = f(u1; u; v; v4) 3775 (10)The relevane of these trees omes from the property whih follows. This property involves theonstraints son ; form2 , de�ned by (8), and the notation son i, de�ned by (5).8



Property 5 For every tree onstraint '(x; y) and every k � 0, the following equivalene holds9:
'2k�1(x; y) $ 9z 2666666666664

onion k(z)[̂9v29v3 z=f(x; v2; v3; y)℄2̂66648z0hWk�1i=0 son i(z; z0)i!�9u9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^'(u; v) �37775
3777777777775Proof We proeed by indution on k. We �rst show that the property holds for k = 0. In thatase, Wk�1i=0 son i(z; z0) = false and the impliation ourring in the right member of the equivaleneis equivalent to true. Thus it only remains to prove thatx = y $ 9z onion 0(z) ^ [9v2 9v3 z=f(x; v2; v3; y)℄;whih is a diret onsequene of the de�nition of onion 0(z). Let us now assume that the propertyholds for k � 0 and let us show that it holds for k+1. Thus, under this assumption, we must showthat the onstraint '2k+1�1(x; y) is equivalent to9z "onion k+1(z) ^ [9w19w2 z=f(x;w1; w2; y)℄ ^Vki=0 [8z0son i(z; z0)! [9u9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^ '(u; v)℄℄# :Taking into aount the de�nition of onion k+1(z) and splitting the ase where i = 0 from the aseswhere i > 0, we get the equivalent onstraint9z 266666426649z1 9u1 : : :9u4 9z2 9v1 : : : 9v4z1=f(u1; u2; u3; u4) ^ onion k(z1) ^z2=f(v1; v2; v3; v4) ^ onion k(z2) ^z=f(u1; z1; z2; v4) 3775 ^ [9w19w2 z=f(x;w1; w2; y)℄ ^[9u9v form2 (u; z; v) ^ '(u; v)℄ ^Vki=1 [8z0son i(z; z0)! [9u9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^ '(u; v)℄℄

3777775 ;whih simpli�es into9z 9z1 9u2 : : : 9u4 9z2 9v1 : : : 9v3 2664z1=f(x; u2; u3; u4) ^ onion k(z1) ^z2=f(v1; v2; v3; y) ^ onion k(z2) ^z=f(x; z1; z2; y) ^ '(u4; v1) ^Vki=1[8z0son i(z; z0)! [9u9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^ '(u; v)℄℄3775and thus is equivalent to9u4 9v1 26666666649z1 onion k(z1) ^[9u29u3 z1=f(x; u2; u3; u4)℄ ^266648z0hWk�1i=0 son i(z1; z0)i!�9u9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^'(u; v) �37775
3777777775 ^ '(u4; v1) ^

26666666649z2 onion k(z2) ^[9v29v3 z2=f(v1; v2; v3; y)℄ ^266648z0hWk�1i=0 son i(z2; z0)i!�9u9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^'(u; v) �37775
3777777775 :Sine we have assumed that Property 5 holds for k, the preeding onstraint is equivalent to theonstraint 9u4 9v1 '2k�1(x; u4) ^ '(u4; v1) ^ '2k�1(v1; y);9For k = 0 we onsider that Wk�1i=0 son i(z; z0) is the logial onstant false.9



whih is indeed equivalent to '2k+1�1(x; y). 2For the next subsetion we need an expliit de�nition of the onstraint onion k(z). The propertywhih follows does the job. It involves the onstraints son ; form1 ; form2 , de�ned by (8), and thenotation son i, de�ned by (5).Property 6 For every tree z and every k � 1,onion k(z) $ 2666664�8z0son k�1(z; z0)! form1 (z0)�"̂8z0hWk�1i=0 son i(z; z0)i! �9u9v form2 (u; z0; v)�#3777775Proof We proeed by indution on k. Property 6 is true for k = 1. Indeed, aording to thede�nition of onion 1 and onion 0, to be an 1-onion onsists in being at the same time a tree of theform (1) and a tree of the form (2) below.
(1) (2)

ff

f f

f fThus onion 1(z) $ form1 (z) ^ [9u9v form2 (u; z; v)℄;whih is nothing else than Property 6, for k = 1. Let us assume that Property 6 holds for k andlet us show that it holds for k+1. Thus, under this assumption, we must show that the onstraintonion k+1(z) is equivalent to the onstraint�[8z0 son k(z; z0)! form1 (z0)℄ ^Vki=0 [8z0 son i(z; z0)! [9u9v form2 (u; z0; v)℄℄� :By splitting the ase where i = 0 from the ases where i > 0, the preeding onstraint an bewritten as the onstraint24[8z0 son k(z; z0)! form1 (z0)℄ ^[9u9v form2 (u; z; v)℄ ^Vki=1 [8z0 son i(z; z0)! [9u9v form2 (u; z0; v)℄℄35 ;whih is equivalent to the onstraint266664[8z0 son k(z; z0)! form1 (z0)℄ ^249z1 9u1 : : :9u4 9z2 9v1 : : : 9v4z1=f(u1; u2; u3; u4) ^ z2=f(v1; v2; v3; v4) ^z=f(u1; z1; z2; v4) 35 ^Vki=1 [8z0 son i(z; z0)! [9u9v form2 (u; z0; v)℄℄ 377775 ;whih is equivalent to the onstraint9z1 9u1 : : : 9u4 9z2 9v1 : : : 9v4 26666666664
z1=f(u1; u2; u3; u4) ^ z2=f(v1; v2; v3; v4) ^z = f(u1; z1; z2; v4)[8z0 son k�1(z1; z0)! form1 (z0)℄ ^Vk�1i=0 [8z0 son i(z1; z0)! [9u9v form2 (u; z0; v)℄℄ ^[8z0 son k�1(z2; z0)! form1 (z0)℄ ^Vk�1i=0 [8z0 son i(z2; z0)! [9u9v form2 (u; z0; v)℄℄

37777777775 ;10



whih, given the assumption on k, is equivalent to the onstraint9z1 9u1 : : : 9u4 9z2 9v1 : : :9v4 264z1=f(u1; u2; u3; u4) ^ z2=f(v1; v2; v3; v4) ^z = f(u1; z1; z2; v4)onion k(z1) ^ onion k(z2) 375 ;whih, by de�nition, is equivalent to onion k+1(z). 23.3 Proof of Theorem 1We an nowmove on to the proof itself of Theorem 1. Given the de�nition of superomposition k['℄(x; y),it is suÆient to show that, in the algebra of in�nite trees, the last of the three following equiva-lenes holds: (9z triangle k(1; x; z; y)) $ son �(k)�1(x; y);(9z triangle k(2; x; z; y)) $ Wi=�(k)�1i=0 son i(x; y);(9z triangle k(3; x; z; y)) $ '�(k)�1(x; y): (11)By indution on k, we will prove that the three equivalenes hold. They hold for k = 0. Assumingthat they hold for a given k � 0, let us prove that they hold for k+1.By introduing an existential quanti�ation on z, in both side of the de�nition of triangle k+1in (7) and by splitting up the t0 = 1 ase from the t0 = 2 ase, we get
9z triangle k+1(t; x; z; y) $ 9z

2666666666666664
[9u1 9u2 z=f(x; u1; u2; y)℄2̂48z0(9y0 triangle k(1; z; y0; z0))!form1 (z0) 352̂6648z0(9y0 triangle k(2; z; y0; z0))!�9u 9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^ (u; v) � 3775

3777777777777775 ;with  (u; v) def= 24(t=1! son (u; v)) ^(t=2! son (u; v) _ u=v) ^(t=3! '(u; v)) 35 :Sine we have assumed that the three equivalenes (11) hold for k, it follows that
9z triangle k+1(t; x; z; y) $ 9z

26666666666666664
[9u29u3 z=f(x; u2; u3; y)℄2̂48z0son �(k)�1(z; z0)!form1 (z0) 352̂6648z0[W�(k)�1i=0 son i(z; z0)℄!�9u 9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^ (u; v) �3775

37777777777777775 ;
11



that is to say, by looking bak at Property 6,
9z triangle k+1(t; x; z; y) $ 9z 2666666666664

onion �(k)(z)[̂9u29u3 z=f(x; u2; u3; y)℄2̂66648z0hW�(k)�1i=0 son i(z; z0)i!�9u9v form2 (u; z0; v) ^ (u; v) �37775
3777777777775 : (12)

>From (12), by using Property 5 with  instead of ', we get9z triangle k+1(t; x; y; z) $  �(k+1)�1(u; v)and by suessively assigning the values 1; 2; 3 to t and taking into aount the de�nition of  , weobtain (11).4 Quasi-universality of tree onstraintsAs we will see, the omposition onstraint is a good starting point for de�ning expressive on-straints.4.1 Example: huge �nite treeFirst it is possible to de�ne a huge �nite tree, of �(k) nodes, with a small onstraint, of size linearlydepending on k. We suppose that the symbol 0, of arity zero, and the symbol s, of arity one, areelements of F and we introdue the onstrainthuge k(x) def= superomposition k['℄(x; 0),with '(x; y) def= x=s(y).Aording to Property 3 and Theorem 1, we then have:Property 7 jhuge k(x)j = 9+159k.Property 8 huge k(x) $ x=s�(k)�1(0).4.2 Example : multipliationLet us now try to express the multipliation onstraint w = uv. Assume that the funtion symbols0; s; empty; list; nat ; plus ; times , of respetive arities 0; 1; 0; 2; 1; 3; 3, our in F and onsider theprolog like program,8>>>>>><>>>>>>:Times (0; v; 0) Nat (v);Times (s(u); v; w0) Times (u; v; w) ^ Plus (v; w; w0);Plus (0; v; v) True;Plus (s(u); v; s(w))  Plus (u; v; w);Nat (0) True;Nat (s(u)) Nat (u)
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; ;

12



whih for a query of the form Times (u; v; w) would enumerate the onstraints of the formu = sm(0) ^ v = sn(0) ^ w = sm�n(0); (13)ad in�nitum, without forgetting any. For this program we onstrut the Prolog mahine de�nedby the transition onstraint
'(x; y) def=

x = y _249v 9zx= list(times (0; v; 0); z)) ^y= list(nat (v); z) 35 _249u 9v 9w 9w0 9zx= list(times (s(u); v; w0); z) ^y= list(times (u; v; w); list(plus (v; w; w0); z))35 _249v 9zx= list(plus (0; v; v); z) ^y=z 35 _249u 9v 9w 9zx= list(plus (s(u); v; s(w)); z) ^y= list(plus (u; v; w); z) 35 _249zx= list(nat (0); z) ^y=z 35 _249u 9zx= list(nat (s(u)); z) ^y= list(nat (u); z) 35We see that, starting from on�guration list(nat (sn(0)); z), the mahine performs at most n + 1transitions and, starting from on�guration list(plus (sn(0); v; v); z), the mahine performs at mostn + 1 transitions. Thus, starting from on�guration list(times (sm(0); sn(0); w); z), the mahineperforms at most (m + 1) + (n + 1) +m(n+ 1), that is (m + 1)(n + 2) transitions. We onludethat the onstraint9x 9y x= list(times (u; v; w); empty) ^ 'k(x; y) ^ y=emptyis equivalent to the disjuntion the onstraints (13), with(m+ 1)(n+ 2) � k:>From Property 3 and Theorem 1, it follows that the onstraintTimes k(u; v; w) def= 9x 9yx= list(times (u; v; w); empty) ^superomposition k['℄(x; y) ^y=emptyhas the properties:Property 9 jTimes k(u; v; w)j = 26 + 289kProperty 10 Times k(u; v; w) $ W(m+1)(n+2)<�(k)(u = sm(0) ^ v = sn(0) ^ w = sm�n(0)).13



By taking k = 5, we an then onlude:With a tree onstraint of 1471 symbols length, it is possible to express the multipliation table ofintegers ranging to the number of atoms of the universe.>From this example we also dedue a systemati way to replae the \reasonable exeution" ofa prolog like program, by the proess of solving a onstraint of size omparable to the size of theprogram.4.3 Quasi-universalityInstead of a Prolog mahine we an take a Turing mahineM , and express by '(x; y) its transitiononstraint, that is the fat that M may move from on�guration x to on�guration y by exeutingone instrution or the fat that x = y. As an example, we take the mahine whose set of instrutionsis10 �(q0; 1; 1; q1; R); (q0;t;t; q2; L);(q1; 1;t; q0; R); (q1;t; 1; q2; L) � (14)whose states are q0; q1; q2 and whose alphabet is ft; 1g. If we represent the mahine on�guration
a b c d e

qby the in�nite tree
. . .

. . .

g
g

g
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a
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e g
g

g
g

g
q

then the transition onstraint is
'(x; y) def= x = y _249u 9v 9wx=q0(u; g(1; g(v; w))) ^y=q1(g(u; 1); g(v; w)) 35 _ 249u 9v 9wx=q0(g(u; v); g(t; w)) ^y=q2(u; g(v; g(t; w))) 35 _249u 9v 9wx=q1(u; g(1; g(v; w)) ^y=q0(g(u;t); g(v; w)) 35 _ 249u 9v 9wx=q1(g(u; v); g(t; w)) ^y=q2(u; g(v; g(1; w))) 35where t; 1; g; q0; q1; q2 are funtion symbols of respetive arities 0; 0; 2; 2; 2; 2.Suppose, in general, that M is a Turing mahine with alphabet � [ ftg, initial state q0, �nalstate qh and transition onstraint '(x; y). For any word a = a1a2 : : : am of �?, let M(a) be the10Instrution (q; s; s0; q0; R) means: if the mahine is in state q and its read-write head is in front of a ell ontainingsymbol s, then it replaes s by s0, moves its head one ell to the right and hanges its state into q0. Instrution(q; s; s0; q0; L) means the same but with the head moving to the left.14



element of �? output by M on input a, if it exists.11 Consider the tree onstraints:output k['; a℄(v) def= 9u9x9y is [a℄(u) ^ initial (u; x) ^ superomposition k['℄(x; y) ^ �nal (y; v)is [a℄(u) def= 9v u = g(a1; g(a2; : : : ; g(am; v) : : :)) ^ v = g(t; v);initial (u; x) def= 9v x = q0(v; u) ^ v = g(v;t);�nal (x; u) def= 9v x = qh(v; u)>From Property 3 and Theorem 1, we onlude that:Property 11 joutput k['; a℄(v)j = 40 + 2jaj+ k(155 + j'(x; y)j).Property 12 output k['; a℄(v)$ is [M(a)℄(v), under the restrition that the mahine M exe-utes fewer than �(k) instrutions.We onsider that a tree v whih satis�es the onstraint is [b℄(v) is an expliit oding of the wordb = b1 : : : bn and we denote by jM j the number of instrutions of the mahine M . Then, from thetwo previous properties it follows that:Corollary 13 (Quasi-universality of tree onstraints) For any words a; b and Turing ma-hine M , suh that M omputes b from a in fewer than �(k) instrutions, there exists a treeonstraint  (v) of size O(k+ jM j+ jaj), whose unique solution in v is a tree whih odes expliitlyb.4.4 ComplexityThe tree onstraints have a quasi-universal expressiveness in the sense of Corollary 13. Thereforethe omplexity of the algorithms for solving them must be very high. More preisely:Theorem 2 The time omplexity of an algorithm, whih deides whether a tree onstraint withoutfree variables is true, annot be bounded above by an elementary funtion.Properties 11 and 12 will allow us to redisover this result of Sergei Vorobyov [16℄ in the spiritof a proof of a similar result by Pawel Mielnizuk [14℄.Let us �rst speify our terminology. An elementary funtion is a funtion obtained by �niteompositions of the funtions x 7! st, +, �, (x; y) 7! xy . A Turing mahine M is of timeomplexity bounded above by f(n) or just of omplexity f(n), if, for any word a 2 �?, the mahineexeutes at most f(jaj) instrutions for omputing M(a), exept eventually in a �nite number ofases. A Turing mahine M deides the language L � �? if, for any a 2 �?,M(a) = �1 if a 2 L,0 if a 62 L. (15)Finally, by h'i we denote a word in �? whih odes in an obvious way the tree onstraint '.By not distinguishing an algorithm from a Turing mahine, theorem 2 an then be restated inmore preise terms:11At the beginning the mahine is in the initial state q0 and the twie in�nite tape is �lled with t symbols, exepta part, starting at the read-write head position, whih ontains the input a 2 �?. Then the mahine, whih issupposed to be deterministi, exeutes the instrutions until it reahes the �nal state qh. The output is the longestelement of �? whih starts at the �nal read-write head position. For example, with q0 the initial state, q2 the �nalstate, with n 1's on input, mahine (14) outputs the empty word, if n is even, and 11, if n is odd.
15



Theorem 2, restated If N is a Turing mahine suh that, for all tree onstraints  withoutfree variables, N(h i) = �1 if  is true,0 if  is false, (16)then its time omplexity annot be bounded above by an elementary funtion.Proof Let's assume for the purpose of obtaining a ontradition that the restated theorem isfalse. Then there exists a Turing mahine N , of elementary omplexity, suh that (16). Let Lbe a language, deidable by a Turing mahine M of omplexity �(n), but by no mahine M 0of elementary omplexity. (For the existene of suh a language, see for example the hierarhytheorems in the book of Mihael Sipser [15℄). Let '(x; y) be the transition onstraint of M . It isthen possible to build two Turing mahines M 0 and A, suh that, for any a 2 �?,M 0(a) = N(A(a)); A(a) = h9v output n['; a℄(v) ^ is [1℄(v)i:Aording to Property 11, we an impose that the omplexity of mahine A is elementary. Thus,N being of elementary omplexity,M 0 is also of elementary omplexity. But aording to Property12, M 0 deides the language L. This ontradits the de�nition of L and ends the proof. 25 Disussions and onlusionThus, at the prie of an inredible time omplexity, it is possible to express anything by a treeonstraint. How is it in pratie?Having at our disposal a general tree onstraint solver, we have performed benhmarks on ourfour families of examples: expressing winning positions in two games, de�ning a huge �nite treeand de�ning a multipliation table. The results are summarized in the following table, with CPUtimes given in milliseonds:k winningk winningk huge k Times kgame 1 game 20 0 0 0 01 0 150 0 02 10 360 10 403 10 610 230 -4 20 840 - -5 30 1180 - -10 300 5 970 - -20 4 270 236 350 - -40 89870 - - -80 3 841220 - - -The solver is programmed in C++ and the benhmarks are performed on a 350Mhz Pentium IIproessor, with 512Mb of RAM.It must be noted that we were able to ompute the k-winning positions of game 1, with k = 80,and of game 2, with k = 20. This orresponds respetively to a formula of 4961 symbols, involving160 alternating quanti�ers, and a formula of 7681 symbols involving 40 alternating quanti�ers. Wewere prepared to experiene diÆulties in omputing the tree of �(k) nodes, beyond k = 3, sine�(4) is already 65536. With respet to multipliation, we were unable to sueed beyond k = 2and had to satisfy ourselves with 0� 0 = 0 and 0� 1 = 0!These tests have also removed some of our doubts about the orretness of the ompliatedformulae of our examples, even if, for readability, we have introdued prediates for naming sub-formulae. Of ourse the de�nitions of these prediates are supposed not to be irular and thesolver unfolds and eliminates them in a �rst step. If irular de�nitions were aepted, then ouronstraints would look like generalized ompletions of logi programs [2℄.16
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